
“I have witnessed in previous lifes disastrous and blessing moments. It 
was on planet Earth that I was privileged to  participate in one of our 
intergalactic most beautiful event, that is when a specie comes to realize 
it is not alone in space and time...  
 
Here is that story, when I was living as the being known as Tess.” 
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Once upon time and space… 



…in the competitive world of today, Tess is one of many young adults with no job… 

She is longing for something different that what has been taking place in the 

working environment, something other than fixed offices hours, and fixed pay.. 



Tess keeps thinking of how big our world is, of these many opportunities 

around, and of what it would take to get one…   



… and she wonders where such opportunity exits. “Why not try a 

daring move?” she thinks… “Why not venture with another world! 

Maybe, I could be of some help for other people?” she dreams. 



She hops in her vehicle, and zips out in the high layers of the atmosphere. 



…and flashes away! 



… to appears behind the moon of an inhabited planet… 



 Slowly her ship descents toward a very vibrating coastal area. 



Tess wonders what opportunity awaits her in this new world… 



And the young adventurous being speeds up to look for that job!... 



As the flying saucer floats over a busy city complex, suddenly a number of 

bright lights flashes right at it! 



Panicked, Tess projects the wrong thoughts in her propulsion system and the 

small space craft dazzles across the suburb of the city underneath before 

plugging in the nearby desert…  



Tess gets back to her senses and realizes that the vibe of the Continuous Flow in the core of 

the propulsion system has ceased… She needs to find a new energy source if she is to search 

for a job on this planet. The empty propulsion capsule in her hand, Tess heads to the city. 



Soon, she passes the last hill top and dominates a huge valley with, in the distance, an ocean. 

As she walks downhill she encounters metal structures holding large white shapes.  



Tess steps back and aligned in her memory the nine symbols: H-O-L-L-Y-W-O-O-D. With the 

simplicity of a light soul, she concludes being on planet Hollywood : ) 



As she walks down the street of Hollywood, Tess becomes conscious of her physical 

differences with the local beings, and pulls her hood above her head, looking just like one 

cool, and joyfully Hollywood teenager. 



Tess discovers a crowd of happy beings at the base of an interesting building, which is 

hosting a party for an entertainment form called: “movie”.  



The name “movie’ in itself is inspiring for Tess as her immediate concern is about propulsion, 

and getting on the move again… So, she joins the crowd… the room turns dark, and soon a 

beautiful floating series of vibrations fill the theater.  



In her hand Tess feels heat!… She looks at the capsule, and gasps at the amazing vibrations 

filling it up with the beauty and strength of the phenomena taking place in the theater. 



The “movie“ is generating energy in the capsule and also an amazing new sensation in Tess: 

she sees the world in a new range of vibrations… in color!  



Tess understands now the source of these special vibrations from planet Hollywood. It is 

about the ability of beings here to create stories, to generate emotions among its players 

and among those who are viewing them, to entertain one another! “Continuous Flow” as 

the Elders named it on her planet… “Storytelling” is how it could be called here. 



With this happy endeavor, and a capsule buzzing with new propulsion energy, Tess searches 

for a source of stories on Planet Hollywood. Soon she identifies an energy field that is full of 

them, and which beings here refer as the Internet. Telephatically, Tess launches the “Story 

Galactic” website which directs every good story to her capsule. 



Story Galactic gathered thousands of stories within seconds, and soon a little flying saucer is 

seen in the skies of many countries. On board, a happy Tess enjoys the infinite energy of 

the Story Galactic field surrounding the planet she now happened to know as the Earth… 




